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Mohamed Bouhadda1*, Fouad Mohamed Abbou2, Mustapha Serhani1, Fouad Chaatit2 and Ali Boutoulout1Erratum
In this version of this article that was originally published
[1] there were typographical errors in abstract:
1. In the abstract under the Background: freespace
should be written as free-space
2. In the abstract under the Results: of 10-9 should be
written as of 10−9
3. In the abstract under the Conclusion: 'The results
indicate that the effect of dispersion due to
pressure.....' should be written as 'The results
indicate that the effect of dispersion resulting
from pressure…'
4. In the abstract under the Conclusion: '…
temperature increases with the propagation distance.
What induces a high BER.' should be written as '....
temperature increases with the propagation distance,
which induces a high BER.'
The original article was corrected. The publisher
apologises for these errors.
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